Letters to the Editor
Deliberate Self-Poisoning With Prescribed Drugs Is
Not Related to Medical Severity of Acts
To the Editor: Patients engaging in deliberate self-poisoning
(DSP) often repeat the acts and are at increased risk of dying by
suicide. It is therefore crucial to delineate the association between
prescription of medication and the nature of DSP episodes at an
individual level including consideration of the potential lethality
of the acts.
We previously reported findings showing that DSP patients have
a much greater prescribed medication load (ie, the total amount of
prescribed medication collected by an individual over a specified
period of time) than the general population.1 We also found that
most patients ingested medication prescribed for themselves in
the DSP episodes, whereas the remaining patients predominantly
ingested medication prescribed for other people.1 However, the
relationship between availability of prescription medication and
clinical aspects of DSP episodes such as medical severity is not well
understood. DSP consists of a heterogeneous group of acts in terms
of suicidal intent and medical severity.
The objective of the current investigation was to find out
whether DSP patients who ingested medication prescribed to them
in the episode engaged in medically more severe self-poisonings
than those who ingested either medication that was prescribed to
others or over-the-counter drugs.
Method. The study sample and design are described elsewhere.1
In brief, we included 171 patients admitted for DSP to 3 hospitals in
Norway between January 2006 and March 2007. Patients’ prescription
records were obtained from the Norwegian Prescription Database.
All patients were hospitalized.
The medical severity of index DSP episodes was assessed by
an experienced clinical toxicologist who used a 4-point scale of
estimated untreated consequences (death, death probable, death
unlikely, certain to survive).2,3 This evaluation was based partly on
clinical judgment, patients’ medical records, and information from
the patients and partly on laboratory findings (ie, blood samples)
when necessary, and it included the amount of drug ingested as well
as any alcohol consumed in the episode, age, and physical health
(including any chronic physical conditions).
Suicidal intent was measured by items included in the
questionnaires each patient completed approximately 1 day after
admission and included the following 3 items: reported level of wish
to die (rated from 1 = did not wish to at all to 6 = wished to very
strongly), perceived likelihood of dying from the act (from 1 = not
at all likely to 5 = highly likely), and whether or not the episode was
considered a suicide attempt. Depression level was measured with
the Beck Depression Inventory-Short Form.4
Results. Medical severity of DSP did not differ according to
whether patients used drugs prescribed to them or drugs obtained
by other means in the episode (OR = 0.88; 95% CI, 0.46–1.69;
P = .69). As previously reported,1 the likelihood that the patients
used drugs prescribed for them in the episode increased with age
(OR = 1.1; 95% CI, 1.01–1.11; P = .01).
None of the 3 suicidal intent items was significantly associated
with ingestion of drugs that had been prescribed for the individual
in the DSP episode. However, a higher level of depression at the time
of the episode significantly predicted a tendency to ingest one’s own
prescription medication rather than drugs obtained by other means
(OR = 5.19; 95% CI, 1.64–16.39; P = .01). Depression level at the
time of the index episode was not significantly associated with the
medication load for the year prior to admission (P = .93). This latter
finding indicates that the association between level of depression
and likelihood of ingesting one’s own prescription medications is not
simply an effect of increased availability of prescribed medication
(and thus a correspondingly increased risk of ingesting prescribed
medication in the episode).

The lack of association between medical severity of DSP and
whether or not patients ingested medication prescribed for them as
opposed to medication from other sources indicates that, although
total medication load affects the risk of an episode occurring, the
use of prescribed medication in itself has little bearing on the
danger of the episode. However, it would be simplistic to conclude
that monitoring the availability of prescribed medication for this
group is not vital, since prescribed medication was the choice of
medication for the majority of patients and therefore may have
increased the risk of impulsive DSP, particularly in view of the
tendency for depression to be associated with a greater likelihood
of using medication prescribed for the person themselves. In fact,
the findings indicate that monitoring the prescription of drugs to
the highly depressed subgroup of people who have engaged in DSP
at some point may be particularly warranted. Moreover, in keeping
with Joiner’s capability hypothesis,5 which suggests that deliberate
self-harm patients engage in increasingly lethal methods due to
habituation to painful stimuli across repeat episodes, it is likely that
the association between use of prescribed medication and medical
severity may operate differently for patients who engage in repeat
episodes. Although we were unable to examine these possible
differences in the current study, they require future research.
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